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Website proposal for sharpeningaxes.com
Quote 1: Website overhaul only, $1,700
This includes redoing the current website to bring it up-to-date in every way. It
will be professional and engaging, focusing on converting viewers to a contact,
such as via email or phone call.
Includes video editing* and creating a Facebook presence as requested.
A deposit of $800 is required up front before work starts and the the balance is
due before launching the new website.

Quote 2: Website overhaul and SEO, $3,200
Includes everything above in addition to SEO as discussed in the following pages.
A deposit of $1,200 is required up front before work starts with the balance due
before launching the new website.

*video editing is a variable in this quote. While editing videos is easy, it is timeconsuming, so the overall quote depends on the number of videos and length of
the videos to be edited.

Keywords
Keywords make it possible for people to find your website. The search engines
(Google, in particualr) list websites that best answer the query of the Google user
and the query is the keyword.
Using the best keywords on your website is critical. Too often people try to rank
high for keywords that are too broad (for example, ‘us china relations’) or which
have too much competition (such as ‘cultural differences between us and china).
An example of a keyword that is too difficult to rank well for:

The best strategy for bringing in more business in a competitive field is to target
keywords that have a decent number of searches per month, but which are easy
to rank for, meaning that few websites out there provide authoritative content
relevant to the search query.
For example, the keyword, ‘cultural difference between us and china business’ is
an excellent keyword query for sharpeningaxes.com. The competition for this
keyword phrase is low, which means that sharpeningaxes.com could rank well in
the search engine results (serps) for this, subsequently bringing in more business.

An example of a keyword that sharpeningaxes.com could rank well for is shown
below. It is searched around 140 times per month and the competition is low
enough that sharpeningaxes.com could rank very well for this keyword.

Mobile Friendliness
(Responsiveness)
It is necessary that a website is mobile friendly (responsive) for a couple reasons.
First, search engines give mobile-friendly websites a higher ranking. Second,
websites are visited by people using mobile-friendly devices more than desktops
and the bounce-rate for websites that are not mobile-friendly is close to 90%. This
means that when people using a mobile device come to a website that is not
mobile-friendly, most leave right away. The reason for this is that people do not
want to zoom in and scroll left and right on their mobile device to read content on
a website.
According to Google, (https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly)
sharpeningaxes.com is not mobile-friendly.

Up To Date Software
Websites are made up of several sets of software and it is important that the
software is kept up-to-date so that the website remains secure and functional.
Currently, sharpeningaxes.com has Flash content on the homepage which does
not show up on Chrome, the most popular browser, without enabling it.
Below is a screenshot of sharpeningaxes.com as it appears on Chrome browsers.
Flash content present a significant security risk and should not be used, which is
why Chrome disables it on websites.
Software used to create the website should also be updated regularly, at least 1x
per month.

Screenshot of sharpeningaxes.com on Chrome:

Title
For SEO, one of the most important parts of the website is the Page Title. The
Title tells Google what the page is about, so it is critical the Title contains your
keywords. The Title for sharpeningaxes.com currently is Welcome to Sharpening
Axes, which means that when Google looks at your Page Title, Google thinks your
website is about sharpening axes. It is necessary that your keywords are in the
Page Title, such as ‘Speaker’, ‘Behavioral Business Coach’ etc.

Description
The Description does not affect Google ranking but it is important that it contains
your desired keywords because people tend to click on websites that contain the
keywords in the Description. It is best to place the keywords near the beginning
of the Description since those listing tend to be clicked more often.
The Description should be between 150-160 characters. Sharpeningaxes.com
has 144 characters and contains no keywords

Images
Websites that present a multimedia experience to the user rank higher in search
listing results, so it is important to include images on the pages. Likewise, it is
important that Google knows what the pictures are about and it is possible to do
this in a website by configuring a snippet of text that is attached to the images,
called the Alt Tag.
The homepage for sharpeningaxes.com has 2 images and none have the Alt tags
filled out.
It is best to include keywords in the alt-tags AND in the image file name.
For example, the filename of one of the images on the sharpeningaxes.com
homepage is indexba.jpg and it has no Alt Tag. As a result, Google has no idea
what the image is showing.
Changing the filename for that particular picture to jerel-speaking.jpg and the Alt
Tag to “Jerel speaking about US China differences” would help the website rank
higher.

Website Content
Google reads the text on a website to find out what it is about. The minimum
number of words to have on a webpage is 500, with the ideal closer to 1000 and

with the ideal number of keywords throughout (1-2% of the text should be
keywords)
Sharpeningaxes.com currently has 78 words, which means that Google does not
take this website very seriously.

H1, H2, H3 headings
Headings are important to Google because in Google’s eyes, if text is in a heading
it must be important and relate to the rest of the website, so it is necessary that
the headings contain relevant keywords. The H1 heading (similar to “Heading 1”
in Word) should contain the most important keyword and then the H2 and H3
headings below it should relate to the H1 heading.
Currently sharpeningaxes.com contains no H1, H2 or H3 headings.
It is necessary that sharpeningaxes.com has more content, around 750-1000
words on the homepage, complete with proper keyword placement and
saturation (1-2%), and use H1, H2 headings that include keywords.

Blogs
Google ranks websites higher that provide fresh, relevant content often, such as
1-2 times per month and blogs are an excellent way to publish new content.
The overall format and structure of blog articles should be the same as web
pages; a minimum 750 words, H1, H2 headings, images with proper file names
and Alt tags, etc.
To improve SEO for sharpeningaxes.com, blog articles can be an excellent tactic.

Local SEO
Optimizing a website for local searches is critical if services are offered locally.
This is an entirely separate topic, but a priority involves including names of cities
in the keywords, such as “Coaching Behaviors in the Workplace Raleigh NC” etc.
Currently sharpeningaxes.com does not have any local optimization. This is
necessary to have if you want people in the Raleigh area to find you on Google for
your keywords, such as Behavioral Coaching.

Social Media
Social signals from social media platforms help Google rankings. Blog articles can
be syndicated and automatically scheduled and shared on various social media
platforms. Twitter and LinkedIn could be beneficial to use in this area, but require
consistent and long-term application.

Google My Business
It is important to optimize the sharpenngaxes.com Google My Business presence
so that it stands out from competitors and bring in business. If you want people
in the Raleigh-Durham area to find sharpeingaxes.com, it is critical that its Google
My Business presence is fully optimized.

